SANGER YOUTH FOOTBALL
PARENT PLEDGE CONTRACT
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



I will never embarrass my child or the SYF program by verbally abusing/insulting
players, coaches, other parents, or Officials. I understand and agree that spectator
stands/areas are not the place to shout personal instructions, philosophies, overly
and abusively criticizing team decisions to players, coaches, fans or officials and
will therefore refrain from such action at all times when representing the team or the
league.



At no time will I enter any practice or game field. I understand they are reserved for
coaches and players only.



I also understand this is a highly competitive team/league and that players and
playing time will be determined by the coaching staff for the final roster. Players are
not guarenteed any amount of playing time per game.



If something occurs to which I disagree, I will calmly seek an appropriate solution,
at an appropriate time, from the President of SYF after a 48hr cool down period. I
understand that instigating or participating in a confrontation in front of any
child(ren) will not be tolerated and is grounds for immediate dismissal to myself
and any and all who represent my child(ren) from SYF and/or the VE league
without a refund of any and all fee‘s or due‘s I have submitted to the SYF or VE.



I will show a positive attitude at all practices, games, and other team events as well
as towards all participants, spectators, coaches, and officials, because I understand
that a positive approach will benefit me and all children participating.



I and all who represent my player will be asked and agree to help and support
fundraisers, snack bar personnel, chain crew, setup, break down, clean up detail at
all home, away, playoffs or championships games regardless of my child/s
performance, to which ever site they may occur.



The sale of any SYF photos, videos, or apparel is prohibited and reserved for the
SYF organization. Any and all photos taken by SYF/VE of SYF football players or
activities is private property and will be used to promote the Team/league by
advertisement or sale of its property, photos, videos, and apparel publicly.

________________________________________________________

_______________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

